
Quality and performance for sustainable success in arable crop production.

D ISCOVER THE MU-FARMER® SYSTEM 2012

111 years of tradition to build the future
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Large volume, stable
double spiral rotor
with high cutting
speed giving an 
excellent mulching
and shredding quality

Large, heavy duty “M“ -
Hammer Flails “Farmer”
(rolled, 2.75 kg], 3 year
breakage guarantee,
also suitable for very
deep work close to soil
level

2 rows of high 
tempered one way
spring steel 
protection flaps 
in front of the 
mower hood

Super heavy construction
made  from High Quality
QSt⁄E Steel. Heavy duty
P.T.O shaft for high power
transmission including
hardened inner tube and
cap bottom lubrication

Two removable 
shredding bars:  
System “Shark fin”
[Müthing Patent]
for more efficiency 
in mulching and 
shredding.

The  MU-Farmer® system 
“Staying ahead as a result of innovation, quality and performance”
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Low wear and tear 
in combination with
long lifetime due to 
careful workmanship
and well thought 
out technology

Tremendous quan-
tity throughput 
due to high volume 
mulcher housing
with exchangeable
hood wear plates

Utmost effectiveness 
(material intake, reduction
ratio, final defibering)

Request independent
test reports. See: 
www.landwirtschaftskammer.de/
landwirtschaft/technik

Maximum quality 
of cut and shredding
plus large area 
capacity at speeds
of approximately 
10 to 12 km/h

Smooth and perfect con-
tour following due to the 
adjustable hydro pneumatic
Weight Transfer System
MU-SOFA® for front and
rear units
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Where you can use the MU-Farmer®

series: Diversity is our principle

MU-Farmer® mulchers provide multiple benefits as they can be used in a wide
range of crops with the best mulching and shredding facility currently available,
which means that they promote rapid natural rotting and decomposing proces-
ses and reduce pest pressure.

Controlling the European corn borer
After the maize silage and the grain maize harvest

Reducing infections by dangerous plant diseases
Fusarium after growing maize and grain
Phoma after growing rape
Yellow leaf spot in intensive stubble wheat cropping

Pest control
Field slugs after growing rape
Mice in intensive cereal rotations

Raising harvesting efficiency
Achieves about 30 to 50% higher threshing capacity as a result of the 
high cut in the grain harvesting
Guarantees optimum straw distribution even with unfavourable harvesting 
conditions. Ensures secondary treatment of long stubble for laid grain

Basis – building block for minimum tillage
Enables trouble free tillage by the principle:
Simple + quick + shallow
Ensures precise seeding and high emergence levels

Raising operating efficiency
By combining mulching and shallow stubble cultivation: 
stubble shredding and incorporation in one step

Integrating catch cropping
Chopping down overgrown catch crop residues
Necessary for “bio fumigation”

Looking after countryside greenery, fallow areas, pastureland
For extensive or intensive turf maintenance
Essential component of high-yield grassland management

.... and other varied and specific uses
Use after damage caused by wild boar in maize and on meadow land
Plant shredding in row crops such as strawberries or potatoes
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MU-Farmer® Mulcher: The all rounder for every application
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Stop the European corn borer
The dramatic increase in the spread of the corn borer endangers maize
growing. A new "bivoltine" strain can develop a second generation each
year. Direct chemical or biological control measures don’t take effect 
until the late flight period [June/July] and are only of limited effectiveness.
Effective control must take place considerably earlier: It is necessary that
the larvae can no longer survive the winter because the maize stalks have
been destroyed. If the stalks have been chopped down and cut through as
deeply as possible the larvae die off so that the corn borer’s life cycle is 
interrupted.

The longer the maize stubble stands in the field the deeper the corn borer
migrates. So it’s important to act quickly after the maize silage harvest. 
All the stubble must be picked up by setting the mulcher close to ground
level. This requires very strong flails. As removal vehicles flatten a lot of
stubble the best solution seems to be the use of the mulcher directly 
behind the maize chopper.

The expert recommendation: all the maize fields without exception should
be mulched before they are tilled!

Reduce the risk of fusarium
When the long stalk of the maize silage is ploughed in unchopped and
unshredded, infection of the subsequent wheat crop by fusarium is for the
first instance largely averted from the outset. Only very long, incompletely
covered parts of the stalk constitute a residual risk. What is often disre-
garded is that the thick stubble is partly preserved deep in the ground.
When the ground is ploughed again a year later these residues come
back up to the surface where they can infect the next crop. That is why
the mulcher should be used first before ploughing.

For the minimum tillage deep soil loosening cultivator tines are used to
start with. The thicker and longer the maize stalk is or remains, the more
likely it is that the material will not be mixed into the soil but simply dum-
ped on the surface. This is often detrimental to both seeding and emer-
gence. By far the greatest danger however lies in the infection of the
subsequent wheat by fusarium fungi, which decompose the maize straw.
The result could be a high mycotoxin infection of the crop - which could
create a substantial problem if it is going to be used as fodder or for 
food production.

The smaller and finer the maize stalks are chopped and defibered the
more successful the cultivator is likely to incorporate the residues into 
the ground and/or covering them with soil. This averts the risk from 
fusarium.

The task of the MU-Farmer®

after the maize silage harvest
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Thus the corn borer has no chance – whether you use a plough or not:
You need a mulcher when harvesting maize silage! 
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Manage grain maize straw 
with the MU-Farmer®

However huge the potential harvest yield of the maize grain may be it is matched by 
the problems to be solved after the harvest: Even more attention must be given to
combating the european corn borer and the risk of fusarium. You must also keep an
eye on organisms that cause leaf blotch [turcicum], which survive in the old maize
straw, when new maize is grown. The late date of the harvest, handling the enormous
volumes of straw under frequently damp soil conditions and the time pressure for 
cultivating wheat after the harvest mean that the arable farmer is confronted with 
additional challenges.

There is only one solution to this:
Mulching, size reduction, shredding and defibering as intensive as possible. The 
material must be processed as quickly as possible so that it is "bite sized" for the 
soil organisms. If this is successful a rapid rotting and decomposing process can 
start immediately thanks to the comparatively favourable carbon nitrogen ratio. 
These decomposition processes are encouraged by mixing the residues with the soil,
i.e. the intensive but fairly shallow incorporation approx. into the 10 to 15 cm zone. 
This is even more successful depending on how small the straw residues are mulched.

Numerous experiments prove that the mycotoxin infestation of the subsequent wheat
crop is directly connected with the intensity of the mulching and shredding. Professio-
nal equipment technology and skilled management can control those problems of grain
maize even with minimum tillage: The essential prerequisite is excellent mulching. After
that modern tillage equipment in combination with mulch seed drills can successfully
place the seed. The system is rounded off by using a wheat variety with a high fusarium
resistance with additional protection from a supporting application of fungicide.
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For maize grain cultivation the 
farmer requires two strong partners: 

The MU-Farmer® and an intact soil life!

Cropping system using a mulcher

Cropping system 
without using a mulcher
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The MU-Farmer® for straw management in grain cultivation

Increased yields in corn growing are associated with 
larger volumes of straw which put pressure on combining 
at harvest time. Especially when the already dry grains
from intensive production technology and the still unripe
damp straw resulting from poor weather conditions must
be separated the threshing capacity drops sharply. At 
the same time there is a significant deterioration in the
output of the combine as far as straw size reduction and
spread over the full cutting width are concerned. Even 
modern combine harvesters are overstretched when the
conditions are less than perfect (damp straw, side wind,
sloping sites). Straw that has been poorly chopped and
spread out hinders the stubble cultivation considerably
and means that it can only be incompletely incorporated.

In this situation you need to use wide deep burrowing
ploughshares and massive combinations of machinery,
which tend to form swathes. You can expect this to have
a negative impact on subsequent seeding and emergence,
especially when cultivation takes place within minimum 
tillage systems. Besides this you must look out for 
dangerous diseases that survive in straw and stalk 
residues and can cause reductions in yield and quality 
in tight cereal rotations (Fusarium, DTR – drechslera-
tritici-repentis)

Using the MU-Farmer® you have the situation 
under control

Using the mulcher on the stubble after harvesting 
improves the size and structure of the chopped straw 
considerably. The stalk residues are also chopped down
low. When the stalk is left higher or even when the high-
cut process is used rigorously, this substantially reduces
the load on the combine harvester. Increases can be
achieved in area capacity with threshing speeds of up 
to about 7 km/h, reductions in diesel consumption 
(5 to 10 l/ha), and improved straw distribution.

Further cost savings can be achieved when the fine straw
particles are incorporated into the soil using easy to pull
equipment (compact disk harrows or shallow-working 
cultivators with narrow tines). Apart from this there is 
evidence of significantly more rapid rotting and decom-
position: soil life is encouraged and the level of infection 
from specific diseases is markedly reduced. 
There is still a good surplus profit remaining when all the
advantages have been added up and the costs of using
the mulcher have been deducted.
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Is your stubble breakage more like “straw treatment” 
or does it primarily amount to “soil cultivation”?
Do you prefer quick working shallow inside and on top of the
ground or do you prefer to work in deep layers of soil?

You should in general primarily determine the needed depth to
which you loosen the soil to its structural condition. In all cases 
it is important to avoid poor chopping and unevenly distributed
straw. The MU-Farmer® will help you to achieve this aim.
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Crop losses in rape growing are unavoidable and, depending on the course
of the weather, occur on a considerable scale especially during maturation
and harvesting. Unless this self sown grain emerges completely the grain
will remain viable for up to 10 years. In subsequent crops you constantly
have to combat the volunteer growth rapeseed in various crops (beet, 
potatoes). This is not always completely successful. Harvesting difficulties
are a lesser evil. Nematodes and other dangerous diseases of rapeseed 
can continue to increase. In close crop rotation there is a risk that, after
rape has been sown, more plants emerge from the seed left in the soil 
than from the drilled seed.

An important objective therefore is to get the self sown grain to germinate
and emerge as completely as possible. Furthermore the grain must under
no circumstances be buried into the soil. The MU-Farmer® copes best with
this. The suction effect of the large hammer flails picks up all the material.
The small but heavy rape seed and weed seed is placed on the damp 
surface of the soil and covered by the light layer of chaff - ideal for the 
germination and emergence of the fine seed. At the same time the long 
and bulky rape stalks are intensively chopped and crushed. This causes 
the harvest residues to rot down rapidly.

As a result the reproductive opportunities for the various fungal diseases
(especially phoma) are reduced and the infection rate drops. Destruction 
of the stalks also takes away the bolt holes for the field slugs. As the out-
standing soil condition that is produced after growing rape do not need any
further deep loosening, the use of the mulcher creates the best conditions
for minimum tillage by shallow surface cultivating equipment or even for 
direct drilling.

The advantages of the MU-Farmer®

system in rapeseed crop rotation
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The rapeseed grower must bear many long 
term consequences in mind after the harvest. 
Sensitive approaches are called for.

Professional farmers use the MU-Farmer®

to solve their problems after planting rape, 
the basis for carefree arable farming until 
the next rape crop.
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Catch crops, which can be used to protect against erosion, to improve
soil structure and/or the humus balance, often get very lush, depen-
ding on the variety and seeding date and start to bloom as late as late
autumn. At this stage the stalks start to get woody (they lignify) and 
the straw is still tough even after it's been hit by frost.

When the soil is cultivated in spring this material gets pulled by the 
cultivator and fails to break up, resulting in seeding problems. When
such crops get mulched, using the MU-Farmer®, then the mulch 
seeding of sugar beet or maize for example is bound to succeed.

The MU-Farmer® is essential in catch crops that are specifically aimed
at combating nematodes. To achieve this, mustard or oil radish varie-
ties must be sown as early as possible, which means that they bloom
very quickly. To avoid seed formation the crop must be mulched in good
time. Special varieties with a very high glicosinulate content are suitable
for “BIOFUMIGATION”.

When the still green, highly aqueous crop is intensively mashed up and
incorporated into the ground, this releases isothiocyanates, which have
a nematicidal and fungicidal effect. These effects can be especially 
useful in dealing with special problems when growing sugar beet and
potatoes - especially when soil disinfectants are not available.

Optimise the success of your catch cropping
by using the MU-Farmer®.

The benefits of the MU-Farmer®

in catch cropping
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Intensive mulching and an even spread of harvest residues with the MU-Farmer® immediately after harvesting
make for trouble free soil cultivation. Based on the principle: simple and shallow the well chopped material can
be well incorporated under often difficult autumn conditions ensuring precise seeding and high germination
and emergence levels.

Mostly there is not enough time available, fieldwork schedules are often quite tight and diesel is expensive. 
The answer is to combine operations. Why not combine mulching using the MU-Farmer® together with 
equipment for the first shallow stubble cultivation?

Both, system tool carriers with two equivalent front and rear mounting areas and efficient modern standard
tractors, make such combinations possible. But this requires the equipment to be aligned meticulously in
terms of whether it is front or rear mounted (hydraulic joints, working widths, necessary speeds of operation,
power requirement etc.)

The MU-Farmer® system of flail mowers offers you numerous possibilities. Discuss it with us: with the 
MU-Farmer® we'll always find a solution! 

Preparation for troublefree soil cultivation und seeding.
Increasing output and saving energy by combining the
MU-Farmer® and its partners
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The MU-Farmer® system in detail

High volume, completely closed mulcher
housing due to CE regulations made 
of High Quality QSt/E steel with 2 
removable shredding bars and wearing
skids and 2 rows of high tempered
spring steel one way protection flaps

Quiet running, large volume double spiral
rotor (cutting diameter: 650 mm) with
high cutting frequency for tremendous
throughput capacity and very good quality
of cut*, interior bearings with overlap-
ping shells to protect against damage
from obstacles

Adjustable hydro pneumatic Weight Transfer System MU-SOFA® :
for front mounted and rear mounted semi trailed machinery
The MU-SOFA® is an adjustable weight transfer system to reduce the ground pres-
sure of mounted equipment onto the soil. It stands for: help the steering capability 
of the tractor in work with front mounted attachments, optimize the perfect contour
following, reduce bouncing during transport with sprung or enable pulse compensa-
tion with unsprung front axles, relief and protection of bearings, wearing elements
and load bearing parts, leading to increased safety of operation, more operating 
comfort and cost savings

*for further information: Field test by LWK NRW and LFL Freising-Weihenstephan.  
Request independent test reports. See: www.landwirtschaftskammer.de/landwirtschaft/technik

2 removable shredding bars in 
segmental construction: System
“Shark fin” (Müthing-Patent) for more 
efficiency in mulching, shredding 
and defibering*.

Heavy duty gearbox with large bearing
surfaces for high power transmission 
and buffering with short term peak load
for 1000 rpm

Heavy duty P.T.O shaft for high power
transmission including hardened inner
tube and cap bottom lubrication 

Large support roller (diameter: 244
mm) with interior multi-protected 
bearing system and mechanical height
adjustment (front mounting)

Optional: swivelling rubber wheels
(10.0/75-15.3 AW) in solid design 
with mechanical height adjustment 
(rear mounting)

Large dimension automatic spring
loaded belt tensioning with simple
tensioning device and inspection
opening in the belt protection 
housing

Large, heavy duty “M“ Hammer 
Flails “Farmer” (rolled, 2.75 kg], 
3 year breakage guarantee, 
also suitable for very deep work 
close to soil level
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MU-Farmer® 280 - 330
Front or Rear mounted Flail Mulcher for Tractors up to 220 hp

Equipment

Heavy duty Headstock Category Il+Ill for front or rear mounting

Floating upper linkage point for better contour following

Rear mounting: Height adjustment and Depth guidance by mechanically adjustable swivelling rubber wheels, 

Front mounting: Height adjustment and Depth guidance by mechanically adjustable support roller
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MU-Farmer® 670
Rear mounting Flail Mulcher for Tractors up to 300 hp 

Equipment

Super heavy Headstock Category Ill for rear mounting
with sideways reinforcement braces and device for inclined position in lower linkage part

Hydraulic moveable Transport axle with Transport wheels

Quick attach axle for quick change to transport and work positions

Floating upper linkage point for better contour following

Height adjustment and Depth guidance by 4 mechanically adjustable swivelling rubber wheels 
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Equipment

Side trailed with separate Flail Mulcher Headstock Category Ill mounted to the upper and lower linkage of the tractor

Hydraulic swivelling to transport and work positions

Hydraulic moveable Transport axle with Transport wheels

Height adjustment and Depth guidance by 4 hydraulic adjustable swivelling rubber wheels with Depth limitation 
and hydraulic Damping function

1 hydraulic moveable front mounted rubber wheel, 360° swivel, height adjustable with Depth limit

Heavy duty wide-angle P.T.O. shaft, additionally coated with "Rilsan"

MU-Farmer® 420/S
Rear mounted Side Flail Mulcher for Tractors up to 280 hp
In combination with Front Flail Mulcher: working width up to 6.9 m
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MU-Farmer® 630/F
Front or Rear Flail Mulcher
Hydraulic folding for Tractors up to 400 hp

Equipment

Super heavy Flail Mulcher for use in reverse mode with 2 hydraulic folding Flail Mulcher units 
and hydraulic driven Center Mower (total working width 6.3 m)

Each mulcher unit flexible and centred carried with tilt adjustment and adjustable 
hydro pneumatic Weight Transfer System MU-SOFA®

Heavy-duty Headstock Category III+IV

Combined transport and operating bogie with heavy duty 360° swivelling wheels (400/60-15.5 AW) 

Hydraulic Height and Depth adjustment by combined transport and operating bogie and the tractor linkage

Additional pre setting and fine adjustment for the Depth Guidance by mechanically adjustable support rollers 
on the Flail Mulcher units
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MU-Farmer® 830/F
Front and Rear “Butterfly” Flail Mulcher Combination
Hydraulic folding for Tractors up to 400 hp

Equipment

Super heavy, extremely robust Flail Mulcher Combination in "Butterfly"
design with MU-Farmer® 280 for front mounting and a semi trailed
mulcher unit with two hydraulic shiftable and folded Flail Mulcher units
at the rear

Front mounted MU-Farmer® 280 with additional MU-SOFA® Weight
Transfer System to be fitted in the front hydraulic 3 point linkage 
of the tractor

Rear mounting unit such as MU-Farmer® 630/F (without Centre
Mower) with hydraulic telescoping support arms for the flexible and
centered carried mulcher units and wide adjustment range up to 
the total working width of 8.3 m
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111 years of tradition to build the future

D-59494 Soest
Am Silberg 23
Tel.   +49 (0) 29 21 - 9 6510
Fax   +49 (0) 29 21 - 7 30 80
soest@muething.com

D-97215 Uffenheim
Am Brünnlein 2 
Tel.   +49 (0) 98 42- 98 66 - 0
Fax   +49 (0) 98 42- 98 66 67
uffenheim@muething.com

www.muething.com
www.shop.muething.com

We are members of:

Support in producing the agricultural content of this brochure was provided by the Agricultural Depart-
ment of the University of Applied Sciences for South Westphalia in Soest, Dipl. Ing. Agr. Günter Stemann
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